**Bob Edwards**

*These questions can help to guide a student’s viewing of the Bob Edwards biography.*

1. After his formal education, what declaration did Bob Edwards make about himself?
2. What was one of Bob’s first encounters with snobbery and superficiality?
3. Why did Bob first move to Canada?
4. What was Bob’s relationship with alcohol?
5. What did Bob like to write about? What did he write about most seriously?
6. Whom did Bob befriend in Calgary? What did they have in common?
7. Why did Bob target institutions like the Chamber of Commerce in his critiques?
8. Why would his paper sometimes go without publishing?
9. What was Bob’s view of CPR? What did he frequently report about the railway?
10. Who was R.B. Bennett? What was his relationship with Bob?
11. Identify and describe the Liberal Party Daily. What is the difference between what the *Daily* usually published and what the *Opener* usually published? What effect did the *Daily* have on Bob and his paper?
12. What was the next big blow to Bob?
13. What was Bob’s position regarding prohibition? What about towards women in the workplace?
14. How did the *Opener’s* focus change after the First World War?
15. For what party did Bob run for in 1921? For how long did he serve in Parliament?
16. How did Bob die? What was put in his grave with him?